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Math Worksheet #2, 19 July 2016 Name:

Remember, what we care about is the reasoning, not the final answer! Explain all your work!

1. If you are a CSU-Pueblo student, your cost might be the cost of room and board, plus a cost

which depends upon how many credits you take. The cost of a shared room in Creston, Culebra

and Greehorn is $2,830, while a typical meal plan is $1,913. The cost per credit hour is given

in the following table.

Suppose you label some Cartesian coordinates with x being the number of credits hours a student

takes, and y is the cost of being a CSU-Pueblo with that course load.

Question: is the relationship linear;i.e., is the graph a line? If so, write down its equation. If

not, explain why not.



2. Every object with some aerodynamics that falls through the air has a glide ratio: the glide

ratio of a : b means the object moves a units of distance horizontally as it looses b units of

height.

An experienced user of a modern hang glider can get a glide ratio of 17 : 1 while an experienced

paraglider gets a glide ratio of 9 : 1.

Suppose two experts jump off of the same 200m cliff, over a level plane, one in a hang glider,

the other using a parasail. How much farther can the hang glider get than the paraglider?

Hint: One way to do this is to set up a coordinate system – explain what are x and y, what

units you are using, which direction they increase, where is the origin, etc. – and write an

equation of the line of travel for each glider. They you can see where they hit the plane, and

see how far apart are the two landing spots.


